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CHAPTER 67 OFFICERS
Brian C

EAA Chapter 67 normally
meets the first Monday of
each month at 7:30 PM at
the Noblesville Airport
(Pitch-in dinner 6:30).
Please check the calendar
since there are occasional
exceptions:

6

EAA 67 Chapter Meeting
July 11, 2016
Brian opened the meeting at 7:25 pm with the pledge of allegiance after a
hamburger and hot dog grilled pitch in dinner. Attendance was 33 with
Ken and daughter Abby as visitors.
Secretary report: a safety debrief meeting on July 5, minutes from meeting
attached.
Neal McCohchie an instructor at Indy Exec also visited.
Treasurer’s report: Balance: $6690.95 after recent expenses: $500 purchase of Ercoupe and LED projector purchase.
Brian noted that EAA national will send out a blast email publicizing our
August 20 pancake breakfast to all EAA members within 75 miles of
Indy.
With the projector purchase we can watch the EAA chapter grams. The
August meeting will be our next time to watch one.
The June Fly-in netted about $3000. THANKS to all who helped make the
event run smoothly. We will need volunteers for the August 20 fly-in.
Please plan to be there.
Young Eagles: Rob Morris said the next event will be on August 27 and
he needs “certificated” pilots.
Aviation Day at UMP will be on August 13, same day as Judy Birchler’s
fly around Indy!
George Spelman then gave a presentation (video provided by our new projector) on his trip “Route 66”. He left on May 6 and returned on
May29. His route took him through Illinois, Missouri, Oklahoma, Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, Nevada and California (Riverside, home of
EAA Chapter 1). Thanks to George for a great presentation.

SEE PAGE 4 FOR OFFICER MEETING NOTES:
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HANGAR FLYING
Rob Morris and his team held a Young Eagles Rally on 6/25. They were able to fly thirty-five young people.

Chapter 1121 invited several of the Chapter 67 members to accompany them on their fly-out to Urbana, OH.
Judy Birchler was able to fly an O2 that was being restored by a friend of hers. Boyd Birchler had the fastest
plane and George Spelman the slowest (194 vs 75). The food was great.

FIELD OF DREAMS
Jeff Stoltz is not only the Chapter 67’s great Safety Officer he is a master builder. Those of us who have
worked the fly-ins know Jeff is a very detail oriented person and that is certainly true of his work building a
beautiful Kit Fox model 5. The workmanship and attention to detail is outstanding. But, Jeff has even gone
further and is installing an experimental IO34D2A engine. The advanced electronic controls and ignition system makes it almost a FADAC operation. It is equipped with a GRT Mini A.P.—EFIS and includes a EIS Engine Instrumentation. He has included ADSB out and comm by TRIG. The panel is all glass and any 757
Captain would be jealous. There is even a Fuel Air Measurement gauge. While the systems are complex, Jeff
said the actual operation is simple.
Here are a few pictures to give you an idea of what Jeff has done so far. He is working hard to complete the
Kit Fox as soon as possible.

EAA 67 Safety Debrief Meeting
July 5, 2016
The following attendees met for a safety debrief meeting after the June 11 pancake
breakfast fly-in: Brian Crull, Don Roberts (safety officer emeritus), Jeff Stoltz,
Alan Grabeman, Larry Jacoby, Mike Creer, and Jon Schmidtke
The group discussed our goal of continuous improvement in all procedures for our
pancake fly-ins. Several suggestions were made.
Runway edge marking on the grass strip. The group discussed options to increase visibility of the runway edge. Consensus was that Don Roberts and Mike Creer
would investigate and test the machines used to mark athletic fields. The goal is to
use a type of paint rather than a powdered lime that could blow away. The test will
be done before the August 11 fly-in.
The sign displaying the flight line rules for operations was discussed. The consensus
was that the current verbage on the sign is adequate.
Radio communications: There are two types of radios: the 10 business radios which
are to be used for communication among the “yellow shirts” and the two radios
tuned to Unicom. Conclusion: two way radio communication is essential but
needless chatter on the business radios is to be kept to a minimum; especially during an emergency. The Unicom radios will be used by Alan to communicate with
airplanes coming to the airport then to the “Yellow Shirts”. This will be included in
the next safety briefing for the “yellow shirts” on August 11.
Concluding remarks: Everyone in the group agreed that all their concerns had been
discussed and addressed to their satisfaction.
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Aug. 8, Chapter Meeting: 6:30
pitch in dinner I80 Meeting
7:30 at I80
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Sept. 12,Chapter Meeting:
6:30PM pitch in dinner at I80 Meeting 7:30
Oct. 3, Chapter Meeting:
6:30PM pitch in dinner at I80 Meeting 7:30

PRESIDENT’S CORNER:

I have been extremely busy flying the last few weeks and will not get back till the 8th just in time for the

meeting. I hope any of you that made it to Oshkosh had a great time and I am anxious to hear all about it. The
next Fly In is just a few short weeks away. Please come out and give your time and effort to help work this
event. We had a great volunteer turnout for the June Fly In and I hope we have the same turnout for this one
too.
I will see everyone on August 8 for the next meeting.

Brian

Safety Corner:
ASOS and Automated Ceiling Report

"How are automated ceiling reports made by an ASOS? How large an area do they cover?" - Rick H.

Scott: " Even though the automated sur face obser vation system or ASOS cr eates a completely new
observation every minute, they must have adequate sensor samples to develop an accurate observation for
the airport. In order to provide a representative observation, the automated hardware must continuously
collect the sensor's real-time data over a period of time. The automated system applies an algorithm to the
collected data to extrapolate the weather to cover a wider area.
This is especially important when considering the observation for sky cover and cloud height. When approaching an airport, for example, pilots don't necessarily want to know what's happening instantly over
the sensor since it may not always be representative of the sky condition throughout the airport's terminal
area and it might vary quite a bit between reports.
Automated systems employ an upward-pointing laser beam ceilometer to determine sky cover and cloud
height. The cloud height indicator, for instance, transmits approximately 9,240 pulses in 12 seconds, but
it's not these individual samples that are used for the observation. Instead, this data is collected over a period of 30 minutes before an observation is considered acceptable.
Based on field studies, 30 minutes of data provides a fairly reasonable description of sky conditions. This
means that the system will detect and process all the clouds (if any) passing over the sensor in the past 30
minutes. To account for the latest sky conditions, the result is biased by double weighting (or counting
twice) the last 10 minutes of data.
Using the last 30 minutes of data in this way will allow the system to determine the height and sky cover
included in the surface observation and becomes a reasonable estimate of the sky conditions that is valid
over a three to five statute mile radius around the airport."
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N ’ S CO R N E R ) :

All chapter members are invited to list items they would like to offer for sale or trade to other members.
Please forward via e-mail to Brian Crull and they will be placed in the next month’s news letter.

FLT. TRAINING: Sheridan—Nick Boland CFII, nick@flighttrainingcenters.com 317/877-6425
Noblesville—Larry Jacobi, CFII, MEI, Glass—(317) 508-0571Larryjacobi@sbcglobal.net

I80 – Noblesville Airport

Clean, well maintained open T ($135 per mo.) with electric on a
great 3500’ grass E – W runway. Friendly people who love aviation. Fuel and use of a maintenance hangar for residents.
CONTACT: Larry Jacobi
317/508-0571

EMBROIDERED HATS & SHIRT

$15.00 EA.

